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**INTRODUCTION**

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is the cornerstone legislation to address the civil rights of people with disabilities, including making products, services, and physical environments accessible to them. Almost everyone in the U.S. is familiar with the ADA, but designers of technology products and services need to be aware of accessibility standards that go beyond the ADA: specifically, Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act and Section 255 of the Communications Act. These laws define accessibility standards and guidelines that impact the design of electronic, information, and telecommunication technologies, and they are intended to promote products and services that are as accessible to persons with disabilities as those without (Section 508, 1998). Furthermore, with the aging of the U.S. and world populations (Forrester, 2004), the number of people who want to use technology but cannot, because of disabilities, is on the rise. Designers of technology need to understand how modifications in traditional design will make products more marketable and usable by a wider range of customers. This article reviews important aspects of Sections 508 and 255, assistive technology and accessible design, and additional sources of information and training.

**BACKGROUND**

**Key Implications of the Legislation**

Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act states that “each Federal department or agency, including the United States Postal Service...when developing, procuring, maintaining, or using electronic and information technology (EIT)...shall ensure...that individuals with disabilities...have comparable access” (Section 508, 1998). Section 508 required the Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board (also known as the Access Board) to develop accessibility standards for EIT, and it stipulated that the law applied to procurements after June 25, 2001 (Federal Acquisition Regulations, 2001).

The technology addressed in the Section 508 technical standards cover: “software applications; operating systems; Web-based intranet and Internet information and applications; telecommunications products; video and multimedia products; self-contained, closed products; and desktop and portable computers” (Federal Acquisition Regulations, 2001). The standards also address information and documentation including “product support in alternative formats, descriptions of accessibility and compatibility features in alternative formats, and product support services in alternative communications modes” (Access Board, 2001). Federal departments and agencies can be exempt from compliance only if they can show that compliance is an “undue burden” as a result of “significant difficulty or expense.” Prior to the Section 508 amendments, Section 501 (federal employment) and Section 504 (federally funded programs and activities) of the Rehabilitation Act addressed accommodation of individuals. The amendments to Section 508 addressed the technology itself, that is, making it accessible to everyone right “out of the box” (although this does not necessarily eliminate the need for individual accommodation). It was thought that by making accessibility requirements a part of the federal procurement process, there would be financial incentives for companies to design products that meet these standards.

The Section 508 standards apply specifically to the United States government when purchasing, developing, maintaining, or using electronic and information technology. In addition, an increasing number of states purchase electronic products and services that conform to the Section 508 standards (or similar state-developed regulations or standards). Due to the complexity of the regula-
Disabilities and Applications

People with disabilities need different product and service features so they can access information and communicate with others at a level that is equal to those without disabilities. Often an assistive technology is needed by someone with a disability to overcome access barriers. For example, a text-to-speech software program, commonly called a “screen reader,” is an assistive technology that allows someone who is blind to access electronic information, such as Web pages on the Internet. Designers of Web sites and software applications need to understand accessibility requirements so they can make their content accessible to users of screen readers.

Training for Accessible Design

Accessibility training is available to designers in several places around the country, and there is a wealth of information on the Internet. Web sites listed in the resources section of this article provide contacts for online training, courses, and conferences. Many of these courses are “hands on” so designers and information specialists can see the assistive technology software packages in action. Online training sessions are available through the